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COVID-19 timeline – countries are now at very different stages of the 
pandemic, some still in the midst of the first wave, while others are beginning 
to lift restrictions and experiencing an associated increase in cases

Jan. 30
Coronavirus 

declared Public 
Health Emergency 

of Int’l Concern 

Mar. 14-19
Barometer wave 

1 in field

Mar. 27-30
Barometer wave 

2 in field

Mar. 13
Europe has 
become the 

epicentre of the 
pandemic

Mar. 30
 A third of the 

global population is 
on lockdown

Mar. 26
 Total confirmed 

cases in the US the 
highest in the world

April 10-13
Barometer wave 

3 in field

April 8
China lifts its 
lockdown on 

Wuhan

Mar. 28
 Cases of 

COVID-19 surpass 
600,000

April 3
The global economic 

impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic is estimated 

to be between $2 trillion 
and $4 trillion

April 22
Downward trend in 

outbreaks in Western 
Europe against upward 
trends in Africa, Central 
and South America, and 

Eastern Europe

April 24-27
Barometer wave 

4 in field

May 11
Many European 
countries begin 

to ease 
lockdown 
measures 

April 27 
Globally, the 
number of 

COVID-19 cases 
surpasses 3 million.

April 25
The global death 

toll from 
COVID-19 
surpasses 
200,000

May 13
WHO warns against 

lifting lockdowns 

May 22-26
Barometer wave 

5 in field

May 21
COVID-19 cases 

surpass 100,000 on 
the African 
continent. 

June 19-23
Barometer wave 

6 in field

Jan. 23
China locks 

down Wuhan

https://www.devex.com/news/covid-19-a-timeline-of-the-coronavirus-outbreak-96396

May 26
President Trump is 

“terminating” its 
relationship with 

WHO

June 22
Globally, confirmed 
cases of COVID-19 

surpass 9 million. This 
comes just a week after 

the caseload hit 8 
million.

June 15
 EU reopens 
borders and 

lockdown 
measures are 
further eased 

June 7
The highest 

number of new 
cases in a single 

day, predominantly 
coming from the 
Americas and 

South Asia

June 13
Brazil is at the 
centre of the 

pandemic and 
China reports new 

cases
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Levels of concern are slowly decreasing but vary considerably by market 
stage 

Q1. Listed below are some statements describing people's concern towards the corona-virus situation. Please select the scale point that best reflects where your 
personal views fall between the 2 statements.

The current 
coronavirus 

situation 
concerns me 

hugely

The 
coronavirus 
situation 
doesn’t 
concern me 
at all

The impact on people’s day to day lives is also decreasing, while the economic outlook hasn’t improved.

By market stage wave 6
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46%
Have safety concerns 
for themselves or others

Cited as main reason 
for not going back to 
“normal” behaviour

Q62: You said you would be looking to wait for a period of time before you were comfortable doing the following. Please choose the main reason why
Source: Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs.

Our basic needs of safety must be satisfied before we can go back to “normal” 
behaviour
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Global C19 Tribes
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C19 Barometer wave 6, June 19-23

Good CitizensOstriches Que Seras Precarious 
Worriers

Distressed 
Dreamers Hibernators

Meet our six C19 Tribes

I just don’t see what the fuss 
is about. And I don’t really 
care either.

(whatever will be, will be…) 
I think all the rules are a bit 
excessive.

I want to be informed and I 
think we should all adhere 
to the rules

I accept the situation, and 
don’t need to be updated 
constantly

I am really concerned about 
my health and financial 
situation, but do believe 
things will get better

This is really scary for 
me, wish the 
government would do more..

Informed

Worried

Follow the rules

Trust
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COVID Impact & Attitudes

I am worried about 
falling sick

I worry a lot about 
myself

I am very scared 
about the situation

Strong impact on 
my mental health

Worried
I am confident that I 
will stay safe
I never worry about 
myself

I am relaxed about 
the situation

My mental health is 
stable

Angry when others 
not adhering

I am careful to
 adhere

I think we should 
impose fines

I step away from 
people in public

Follow the rules
Don’t mind when 
other people don’t 
adhere
I don’t really pay 
attention to adhering

I think there should 
be a reminder 

I stay put when people 
come close in public

Informed
The government is 

doing all it can

Trust
The government is 
not doing enough

1 7

Total average mean 
score

1 71 7

1 7

I just don’t see what the 
fuss is about. And I 
don’t really care either.

12%

In denial, not feeling the 
impact and not worried 
about the impact on my 
health or finances.

over/under index vs. total (over index >119, under index <81)

I read, see, hear a 
lot about Covid-19
I check on deaths & 

Infections daily

I don’t read, see, hear  
news about Covid-19
I never look up info on 
deaths & infections

Feeling the effects on household income?

Already impacted

Not yet impacted, 
but expected
No impact expected
N.A. / Other

Intend to spend 
money now

Intend to 
safe money

Intend to have a 
balance

Effects on employment Spending/saving intention

Informed

Worried

Follow the rules

Trust

Ostriches
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COVID Impact & Attitudes

I am worried about 
falling sick

I worry a lot about 
myself

I am very scared 
about the situation

Strong impact on 
my mental health

Worried

I am confident that I 
will stay safe
I never worry about 
myself

I am relaxed about 
the situation

My mental health is 
stable

Angry when others 
not adhering

I am careful to
 adhere

I think we should 
impose fines

I step away from 
people in public

Follow the rules
Don’t mind when 
other people don’t 
adhere
I don’t really pay 
attention to adhering

I think there should 
be a reminder 

I stay put when people 
come close in public

I read, see, hear a 
lot about Covid-19
I check on deaths & 

Infections daily

Informed
I don’t read, see, hear  
news about Covid-19
I never look up info on 
deaths & infections

The government is 
doing all it can

Trust
The government is 
not doing enough

22%

1 7

Total average mean 
score

1 71 7

1 7

over/under index vs. total (over index >119, under index <81)

I am pretty chilled. I 
think all the rules are a 
bit excessive.

They avoid the news, and 
are fairly confident they can 
stay safe and healthy.

Feeling the effects on household income?

Already impacted

Not yet impacted, 
but expected
No impact expected
N.A. / Other

Intend to spend 
money now

Intend to 
safe money

Intend to have a 
balance

Effects on employment Spending/saving intention

Informed

Worried

Follow the rules

Trust

Que Seras
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I am confident that I 
will stay safe
I never worry about 
myself

I am relaxed about 
the situation

My mental health is 
stable

Feeling the effects on household income?

COVID Impact & Attitudes

I am worried about 
falling sick

I worry a lot about 
myself

I am very scared 
about the situation

Strong impact on 
my mental health

Worried
Angry when others 

not adhering
I am careful to

 adhere

I think we should 
impose fines

I step away from 
people in public

Follow the rules
Don’t mind when 
other people don’t 
adhere
I don’t really pay 
attention to adhering

I think there should 
be a reminder 

I stay put when people 
come close in public

I read, see, hear a 
lot about Covid-19
I check on deaths & 

Infections daily

Informed
I don’t read, see, hear  
news about Covid-19
I never look up info on 
deaths & infections

The government is 
doing all it can

Trust
The government is 
not doing enough

1 7

Total average mean 
score

1 71 7

1 7

Informed

Worried

Follow the rules

Trust

I accept the situation, 
and don’t need to be 
updated constantly

Less impacted financially, 
social distancing is key for 
this group post-lockdown

12%

Already impacted

Not yet impacted, 
but expected
No impact expected
N.A. / Other

v

over/under index vs. total (over index >119, under index <81)

v

v

Intend to spend 
money now

Intend to 
safe money

Intend to have a 
balance

Effects on employment Spending/saving intention

v

Hibernators
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I am confident that I 
will stay safe
I never worry about 
myself

I am relaxed about 
the situation

My mental health is 
stable

Feeling the effects on household income?

COVID Impact & Attitudes

I am worried about 
falling sick

I worry a lot about 
myself

I am very scared 
about the situation

Strong impact on 
my mental health

Worried
Angry when others 

not adhering

I am careful to
 adhere

I think we should 
impose fines

I step away from 
people in public

Follow the rules
Don’t mind when 
other people don’t 
adhere
I don’t really pay 
attention to adhering

I think there should 
be a reminder 

I stay put when people 
come close in public

Informed
The government is 

doing all it can

Trust
The government is 
not doing enough

1 7

Total average mean 
score

1 71 7

1 7

Informed

Worried

Follow the rules

Trust

22%

I read, see, hear a 
lot about Covid-19
I check on deaths & 

Infections daily

I don’t read, see, hear  
news about Covid-19
I never look up info on 
deaths & infections

I want to be informed 
and I think we should 
all adhere to the rules

Income and employment 
are less impacted

Already impacted

Not yet impacted, 
but expected
No impact expected
N.A. / Other

over/under index vs. total (over index >119, under index <81)

Intend to spend 
money now

Intend to 
safe money

Intend to have a 
balance

Effects on employment Spending/saving intention

v

Good 
Citizens
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Feeling the effects on household income?

COVID Impact & Attitudes

I am worried about 
falling sick

I worry a lot about 
myself

I am very scared 
about the situation

Strong impact on 
my mental health

Worried
I am confident that I 
will stay safe
I never worry about 
myself

I am relaxed about 
the situation

My mental health is 
stable

Angry when others 
not adhering

I am careful to
 adhere

I think we should 
impose fines

I step away from 
people in public

Follow the rules
Don’t mind when 
other people don’t 
adhere
I don’t really pay 
attention to adhering

I think there should 
be a reminder 

I stay put when people 
come close in public

Informed
The government is 

doing all it can

Trust
The government is 
not doing enough

1 7

Total average mean 
score

1 71 7

1 7

Distressed 
Dreamers 

I am really concerned 
about my health 
and financial situation

18%

I read, see, hear a 
lot about Covid-19
I check on deaths & 

Infections daily

I don’t read, see, hear  
news about Covid-19
I never look up info on 
deaths & infections

Total average mean 
score

over/under index vs. total (over index >119, under index <81)

Already impacted

Not yet impacted, 
but expected
No impact expected
N.A. / Other

Intend to spend 
money now

Intend to 
safe money

Intend to have a 
balance

Effects on employment Spending/saving intention

Informed

Worried

Follow the rules

Trust

Impacted financially, but 
have trust in the 
government.
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I read, see, hear a 
lot about Covid-19
I check on deaths & 

Infections daily

Informed

Worried

Follow the rules

Trust

Feeling the effects on household income?

COVID Impact & Attitudes

I am worried about 
falling sick

I worry a lot about 
myself

I am very scared 
about the situation

Strong impact on 
my mental health

Already impacted

Not yet impacted, 
but expected
No impact expected
N.A. / Other

Worried
I am confident that I 
will stay safe
I never worry about 
myself

I am relaxed about 
the situation

My mental health is 
stable

Angry when others 
not adhering

I am careful to
 adhere

I think we should 
impose fines

I step away from 
people in public

Follow the rules
Don’t mind when 
other people don’t 
adhere
I don’t really pay 
attention to adhering

I think there should 
be a reminder 

I stay put when people 
come close in public

Informed
The government is 

doing all it can

Trust
The government is 
not doing enough

1 7

Total average mean 
score

1 71 7

1 7

Precarious 
Worriers

13%
This is really scary for 
me, wish the 
government would do 
more..

I don’t read, see, hear  
news about Covid-19
I never look up info on 
deaths & infections

Main concerns are physical 
and mental health. Try to cope 
by keeping up with news.

over/under index vs. total (over index >119, under index <81)

Intend to spend 
money now

Intend to 
safe money

Intend to have a 
balance

Effects on employment Spending/saving intention

v
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Are we ready for life 
post-lockdown?

2
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We are hesitant to return to non-essential activities

Q53. Assuming there were no longer any government restrictions, when would you feel comfortable doing the following? Wave 6

Besides getting an “essential”  haircut, and (for some) returning to the office, we’re happy to delay many non-essential 
activities.  

Bouncing Back = Return to activities as soon as government allows (24% on total level)

14
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Precarious Worriers have also been hardest hit financially

Hardest hit Least hit

OstrichesQue Seras
Precarious 
Worriers

Distressed 
Dreamers Good Citizens Hibernators

Most effected on 
income/employment

Large effect on 
income/employment 

Not much effect on income/employment Least effected on income/employment

Some resources High resources Low resources High resources

45% intends to save, 
6% intends to spend

37% intends to save, 
12% intends to spend

30% intends to save, 
13% intends to spend

36% intends to save,
6% intends to spend

15
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Financial security is heighted by the crisis and people are considering career 
options.  And while holidaying overseas feels unlikely, a staycation is on the 
cards

Q63. Has the recent Coronavirus pandemic made you more or less likely to consider doing one of the following? Wave 6

Far/slightly 
more likely

Far/slightly 
less likely

Future focus Work Leisure Personal

16



Brands and 
communication
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Over time, consumer expectations of brands have shifted – guiding change 
nearly matches practical support 

Q3. What is the main thing brands should do at this moment? 18
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Each C19 Tribe expects brands to step up in the way that fits their needs

Ostriches Que Seras
Precarious 
Worriers

Distressed 
DreamersGood CitizensHibernators

Be optimistic and 
think in an 
unconventional way

Use knowledge to 
explain and inform 
& be optimistic

Be an example 
and guide the 
change

Attack the crisis 
and demonstrate 
that it can be 
fought.

Be practical and 
realistic and help 
consumers in their 
everyday life 

Be practical and 
realistic and help 
consumers in their 
everyday life

Most important Be practical and 
realistic and help 
consumers in their 
everyday life

Over index

Under index

Be practical and 
realistic and help 
consumers in their 
everyday life

Be optimistic and 
think in an 
unconventional way

Be optimistic and 
think in an 
unconventional way

Use knowledge to 
explain and inform 
& be optimistic

over/under index vs. total (over index >119, under index <81) 19
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Summary: How should brands engage with C19 Tribe?

Understanding the differences 
between C19 Tribes helps you 
step in their shoes when it 
comes to designing effective 
strategies.

Empathy is the most powerful 
tool you have in driving action 
and winning in the new 
battleground.

Understanding each Tribe’s 
relationship with your category & 
brand opens up new ways of 
adding value.

This is a fast-track to more 
powerful marketing 
communications, CX and 
innovation.

Understanding each Tribe’s 
unique behavioural dynamics 
with your category and brand 
helps you focus on value-driving 
initiatives.

This helps increase your ROI, at 
a time when every penny is 
under scrutiny.

C19 Tribes can be overlaid or 
connected with your own data.

This adds a powerful dimension to 
your messaging.

EMPATHISE FOCUS TARGETINSPIRE

20
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Life StagesBehaviours

Attitudes

Research specifications (I)

Methodology

- C19 Barometer wave 6, online data collection
- Fieldwork 19-23 June
- Markets: Australia, Brazil, China, France, Germany, 

Indonesia, Italy, Kenya, Netherlands, Nigeria, 
Philippines, Poland, South Africa, Spain, Thailand, 
UK, USA, Vietnam

- Sample of 500 respondents per market / 1,000 in US
- Nat Rep population, 18 – 65 years old

Analytics Approach

A segmentation divides a population into groups of like-minded 
individuals. Each segment has features which make it distinct and 
different from other segments. Factor analysis is used to identify 
groups of similar behaviours and attitudes towards COVID-19, which 
created the COVID-19 TRIBES. 
Golden questions have been amended to be able to use at a global 
level

Cluster 
Analysis

Segmentation
In-depth 

profiling of the 
segments

Golden 
questions

22


